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FROM CT SCAN TO ART IN GOLD AND BRONZE 

Artist Caspar Berger, best known for his self-portraits, is using his 
own skeleton to create a new series of sculptures: Skeleton  

 

   
 

For his new project Skeleton, sculptor Caspar Berger has used the very latest 
unique technology to reveal the invisible. He had his body scanned in one of 
the world’s most advanced CT scanners. Using a 3D printer he was then able 
to produce precise reproductions of parts of his skeleton – for the pilot, he 
chose the upper arm bone and skull. These two works, the artist’s upper arm 
bone cast in gold and a bronze forensic reconstruction of his face based on 
the copy of his skull, Berger is now presenting as two ultimate self-portraits: 
Skeleton / Self-portrait 20 and Skeleton / Self-portrait 21. 

Our bones go on to reveal who we were long after we are gone. With a scan, 3D 
prints and casts of his entire skeleton, Berger aims to make the invisible 
tangible in three dimensions, and thus hold in his hands the symbol of what 
remains of us after death. 

Caspar	  Berger	  
Sculptor Caspar Berger (1965) studied at the AKI, Enschede and at the Jan van Eyck 
Academy in Maastricht, the Netherlands. He draws much of his inspiration from the 
Italian High Renaissance and transforms its language to the present day. In his work 
Berger investigates the relationship between the interior and exterior, between reality 
and image. Berger gives shape to his ideas using silicone casts of models and of his 
own skin or even what’s underneath, leading to its end result in bronze, silver and 
sometimes gold. 

For more information, see www.casparberger.nl 

You Tube 
Short on You Tube:  http://youtu.be/8eBQSG5qZCo 
By: director Annick Vroom, editor Matthieu Hes, composer Bas Borsten. 
 



 

Prelude to a larger project	  

Berger’s gold upper arm bone (Skeleton/Self-portrait 20) and his bronze facial 
reconstruction (Skeleton/Self-portrait 21) are the prelude to a larger project. Under 
the title Skeleton he will cast all his bones in different materials and incorporate them 
in a series of artworks, in each of which he will approach the phenomenon of the 
skeleton in art history from a different direction. He will present his bones as 
sculptural objects, based on the concept of a collection. He will also explore the 
phenomenon of relic veneration, presenting parts of his skeleton as contemporary 
relics. Finally he will develop an artwork that makes a connection between two crucial 
elements of human identity: the skin, which when we are alive bears our unique 
identity in a fingerprint, and the bones from which we can be identified after our 
death.	  
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Note for the editor	  

For more information www.casparberger.nl  
Please contact Annick Vroom: annick@bergervroom.nl; 0031-620032392. 
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/skeleton.casparberger 
You Tube:  http://youtu.be/8eBQSG5qZCo 
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Skeleton has been made with the support of: 
Toshiba medical Systems Europe, Zoetermeer: J. Ruis, R. Verlaan, D. Blesing.  
Contact via: jhoogendoorn@tmse.nl 
‘t Lange Land Ziekenhuis, Zoetermeer: Jan Willem Kuiper.  
Contact via: jwkuiper@me.com  
RP2, Etten-Leur:  Mike de Winter, Ron Klauss.  
Contact RP2 via www.RP2.nl 
	  
 


